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Armored Combat Vehicles are equipped with a set of grills at the front of their engines
that allow heat transfer between the engine and the surrounding air to maintain the
engine temperature and to provide the ballistic protection to the engine. Currently these
grills consist of set of flaps that are fixed at an angle of 45 , which provide a balance
between heat transfer and ballistic protection to the engine. This project aims to
optimize the ballistic protection of the vehicle and also improve the air intake efficiency
by redesigning existing grills in a way that the flaps can rotate between 0 and 90
based on two inputs. A control system will take the vehicle velocity and the engine
coolant temperature as inputs and its output signal will move the flaps to the desired
angle. Fully closed flaps will provide maximum ballistic protection to the engine and the
fully open flaps will allow maximum rate of heat exchange from the engine. For the
project, a new design was conceptualized which allowed the flaps to be rotated using a
single linear actuator having one degree of freedom. An algorithm was also made which
decided the angle for the flaps based on the inputs and the condition. Furthermore, a
combat mode was also added which the driver can initiate on need basis.







In order to lift the object and place them precisely to their place indicated
on technical drawing, vacuum system is used.



Ceramics from The Ceramic Experts Ceramics. [Online]. 
Available: https://www.ceramtec.com/ceramic-materials/. [Accessed: 30-Oct-2019].



The designed robotic system is able to
understand module, different shape of the
ceramic tiles and pattern of those ceramic
tiles on the module.
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Design of a Cold Gas Manifold with Four Selectable Nozzles
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this project is to present the selected concept for a cold gas manifold system to be
built in a restricted size and weight. The system requirements have been determined to be related to
size, weight, pressure and response time. A thorough concept selection analysis led to the choice of
the Poppet Valve design as the optimal design among several other alternatives. Thrust calculations
in relation with the Mach number, inlet velocity of the gas and atmospheric pressure were
conducted. This was followed by a comprehensive ANSYS Fluent analysis in order to ensure that
the pressure drop across each channel is always within the allowable limit.

Project Nova Team (From Left to Right):

Elruz Rahimli, Rufat Mammadov Mohammad Haris Afzal



Introduction

Cold gas propulsion systems (CGPS) are
widely used in space applications to provide
translation and rotation in 3D space. They
usually consist of pressurized gas propellant
tank, flow control valves, and thrusters.

The flow is controlled with the help of valves,
which are activated upon request. In many
space applications, such a system might need
to be as small as half a meter [2]. In order to
realize this specific design problem, a proper

manifold system is required. The aim of the
manifold system is to divert and control the
gas flow by taking into account the stringent
size and weight envelops. This project aims to
build such a manifold system, not only
according to the size and weight restrictions
but also to thrust, pressure loss, response time
and leakage predisposition.

Figure three demonstrates the working
principle by focusing on one of the four T-
pipes of the final design depicted on figure
two, up close. The control system of the final
assembly is activating the solenoid, whose
shaft is connected to the plug. In active
configuration, as seen in figure 3.a, the
solenoid is energized and the plug is pushed
upstream. The resulting orifice allows the
flow to pass and contributes to the creation of
the thrust at the nozzle. In the closed
configuration, as seen in figure 3.b, the
solenoid is de energized, which leads to the
solenoid shaft being pulled backwards, in
which case the plug returns to its seat. This
procedure is designed to completely seal the
orifice.

The main challenges of the project were
related to ensuring the adequate amount of
thrust generated given the specified weight,
size, response time and pressure drop
restrictions.

[1] J. Furumo, "Cold-gas Propulsion for Small Satellite Attitude Control , Station Keeping , and Deorbit", Semantic
Scholar, 2013. [Accessed 31 May 2020].

Mammadov Rahimli, S. Orhan and H. Afzal, "ME481: Detailed Design", Bilkent 
University, Ankara, 2020.

Figure 3: (a) Valve Open. (b) Valve Closed. [2]

Figure 2: Poppet Valve Design [2]

Figure 1: A typical CGPS [1]
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Design

The design stage of the prototype has been
divided into multiple steps. First, our team
has brainstormed and realized more than five
different preliminary designs of the manifold.
Different factors such as predisposition for
leakage, fatigue, response time, weight and
size were considered. After a thorough
manufacturability evaluation, the final design

was determined. A full digital assembly was
realized with the help of SolidWorks. The
preliminary engineering analysis has been
developed with the use of the isentropic flow
model. On the basis of the initial simulation,
more complexities have been added to the
final engineering analysis to accommodate for
compressible flow and transient effects. All
components were represented with their own
technical drawings showcased in the detailed
design report [2]. This has been done for the
ease of the future manufacturing processes. A
set of both 2D and 3D CFD simulations were

conducted on ANSYS Fluent to determine if
the design meets the requirements and
constraints outlined in the introduction. The
plug, which represents one of the most
crucial components of the assembly has been
tested a number of times with the help of
CFD simulations. In accordance with the

simulation results and recommendations from
industry professionals, the plug has been
optimized to ensure the consistent operation
and required pressure drop emerging from
flow disturbances. The simulations have
given an insight into how the evolution of the
flow affects the thrust generated. The
calculated values were compared to the
requirements, which led to design
finalization. As part of prototyping, we have
successfully built and tested the control
system of the project. In order to validate the
results, an experimental setup has been
designed for any future consideration, if
deemed necessary.

Figure 4: Control system testing with LEDs [3] Figure  5: CFD simulations of the manifold [3]

Mammadov Rahimli, S. Orhan and H. Afzal, "ME482: Progress Report I", Bilkent 
University, Ankara, 2020.



Remote Controlled Multi Launch Rocket Launcher Using Rifle Sight

Paint the Target (7)

















PC or User [2,3] 

Arduino Uno [4] RF Communication 
Module [5]

Arduino Nano [6]Servo Motor [8]

Brushless Motor [7]
























































